8.5M Straight
Inflatble Pontoon
Designed sleek and straight, the Bartlett 8.5M Straight Pontoon allows
a multitude of uses for boating, fishing, swimming, or access to deeper
water. The Bartlett 8.5M Straight Pontoon is perfect for loading and
unloading from watercraft such as boats, jet skis and kayaks so that
the watercraft doesn’t run aground risking damage, whilst still making
it easy to embark or disembark. For use with water sports, the Bartlett
8.5M Straight Pontoon can be used to launch wakeboards, kneeboards
or dry-start off the end into the water.

Built to last in Australian conditions, Bartlett Inflatable Pontoons
are manufactured from commercial grade CE Certified DropStitch Double Wall Fabric (DWF), designed to withstand a high
amount of air pressure making them strong, rigid, and incredibly
stable on the water. Most importantly, they are easy to deflate
allowing to simply fit in a car or boat for transporting to and from
the water.

Become the envy of everyone on the shore with the ultimate summer
accessory, a Bartlett Inflatable Pontoon. These floating docks make an
awesome swimming platform, extension of space while on a boat or the
perfect spot to sit-back, relax and soak up the summer sun. Take it to the
holiday home, float it off the beach, use it as a yoga platform or lash a few
together to increase on-water real estate. The possible uses for Bartlett
8.5M Straight Pontoons are endless at the local beach, lake, dam, or river.

Created with D-rings top and bottom, the Bartlett 8.5M Straight
Pontoons have tie-points thoughtfully placed in positions that
allow them to connect to other Bartlett Inflatable Pontoons
across the range. Locking together other components such
as the Bartlett Diamond Pontoon or 4Mx2M Deck Extender
Pontoon allows endless possibilities for different shaped floating
docks accommodating so many situations.

>> Drop-Stitch Double Wall Fabric (DWF)
>> Hand Pump (included)
>> Repair Kit (included)

>> Carry Bag (included)

>> D-rings Top and Bottom

>> Grab Handles (both sides)

>> Small Pack-Up 50x50x60cm (deflated)

LENGTH (MTRS)

WIDTH (MTRS)

THICKNESS (MTRS)

WEIGHT (KG)

8.5M

1.4M

0.2M

41KG

CAPACITY
(ADULTS)

AIR PRESSURE

GRAB HANDLES

D-RINGS

20

6-7 PSI

4

24

The ultimate summer
recreational accessory...
1800 115 440

shop.bartlett.net.au

